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Abstract
Nowadays, “things” deployed in cities are cru-
cial to gather data to support decision making
systems. Unfortunately, there is a low level
of reuse of “things” between smart city ap-
plications of different organizations because
“things” were unknown to developers or be-
cause it was harder to reuse them than use
new ones due to technical details. In this on-
going work, we propose to convert “things”
into active entities capable of discovering and
organizing themselves driven by the applica-
tions goals’ satisfaction. Moreover, “things”
are capable of collaborating between them in
order to satisfy or maintain satisfied the pub-
lished goals of applications. To validate the
feasibility of our proposal, we are building
mashThings, an Internet of Things (IoT) plat-
form to build smart city applications as phys-
ical mashups, where the middleware layer is
augmented by a multiagent layer of broker
agents representing the available “things” in
the city.
1 Motivation
The Smart City vision is to make a better use of the
public resources, increasing the quality of the services
offered to the citizens while reducing the operational
costs of the public administrations [1]. IoT’ devices
are crucial for smart cities, because they are used to
obtain data needed by decision making systems such
as transportation or surveillance systems [2]. Almost
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30 billions of connected devices (with processors en-
abling communication over a network interface) are
forecast by 2022, where around 18 billion will be con-
nected cars, machines, meters, sensors, wearables, to
name a few examples of IoT’ devices and 1.5 billion
will have cellular connection 1. Moreover, current sim-
ulation results using realistic large-scale IoT ’ service
scenario in a city showed that the 99% of devices lo-
cated deep indoors could be reached with new cellular
technologies for the IoT 2. The connectivity is only the
foundation to enable smart cities [3]. Ubiquitous and
pervasive computing, sensing technologies and embed-
ded devices are also needed [4].
Currently, there are several IoT’ platforms [8] such
as OneM2M 3 or the FI-WARE project 4. Moreover,
several architectural reference models had been pro-
posed (e.g. IoT-A 5), where typically, several lay-
ers had been considered (perception, network, mid-
dleware, application and business layers)[5]. There
are proposals using known Web standards to wrap
“things” as Web APIs [2] proposing that smart city ap-
plications should be built as Web mashup of “things”
or physical mashups [12]. Other authors [6, 7] had
proposed to use a microservice architecture in order
to build a new application as a composition of a suite
of small services, each running in its own process and
communicating with lightweight mechanisms.
The IoT paradigm is the facilitator for real and
digital worlds be continuously in a symbiotic interac-
tion. “Things” are not only for collecting data from
the environment and interact/control physical world,
but “things” must be interconnected exchanging data
1https://www.ericsson.com/assets/
local/mobility-report/documents/2017/
ericsson-mobility-report-june-2017.pdf
2https://www.ericsson.com/en/mobility-report/
massive-iot-coverage-in-the-city
3http://onem2m.org
4http://fiware.org
5http://open-platforms.eu/standard_protocol/
iot-a-architectural-reference-model/
and information between them [4]. Unfortunately, in
the previous revised platforms, “things” were modeled
as passive entities or simple data sources’ providers.
Agents and Multiagent systems has been used in
distributed problems where agents act as autonomous
entities to achieve individual and/or collaborative
goals. Unfortunately, even when they had been used
for transforming common applications based on the In-
ternet of Things on self-adaptive applications[10, 13],
“things” were always modeled as passive entities.
In this ongoing work, we propose to wrap “things”
as autonomous agents, making them capable of col-
laborating with other “things” in order to achieve and
maintain satisfied mashups’ goals. To do that, we pro-
pose to create a multiagent layer between middleware
and application layers of the IoT’s reference architec-
ture.
The rest of the paper is the following. Section 2
presents the proposal. Section 3 presents implementa-
tions details. Section 4 presents conclusions and draws
current and future works.
2 Proposal
In this work, we reuse the concepts used in MA-
COCO++ [9] for service-based systems, where a mar-
ket metaphor is used to allow agents representing Web
services’ requesters and providers negotiate to obtain
the Web services’ configurations. Specifically, we pro-
pose to add a multiagent layer to the basic IoT ar-
chitecture [5] as Figure 1 shows in order to extend
the middleware layer’s capabilities with a new service
that provides a living catalog of the available “things”
in the city. In this layer, each “thing” is represented
by a provider agent, who has the relevant data of the
represented “thing” such as the available services, the
error range, the maximum throughput, to name a few.
Each time, a “thing” is registered in the city, a
provider agent is created. Indeed, the Directory Fa-
cilitator (DF) Agent is a dedicated agent for this task,
which resides inside of the multiagent system. The
provider agent allows to keep track of the availability
of the “thing” as well as access to its data.
Each time, a developer publishes a mashup request,
a request agent is also created. This agent is in charge
of selecting a proper “things”’ configuration to satisfy
the request from the several possible offers received
from different virtual organizations of agents from the
multiagent system. Configurations are created by the
self-organization of agents representing “things”; as in
MACOCO++, agents communicate between them to
achieve this aim negotiating and creating alliances.
During runtime, if there is evidence that a physi-
cal mashup is not satisfying its goals, then the same
request agent may trigger a new request in order to
Figure 1: Layers of an IoT platform including the mul-
tiagent layer
obtain a new configuration of things.
3 Implementation and Evaluation
To show the feasibility of our approach we are build-
ing mashThings, an Internet of Things (IoT) platform
to build smart city applications as physical mashups,
where the middleware layer is augmented by a multi-
agent layer of broker agents representing the available
“things” in the city. This extra layer is between the
middleware and application layer of IoT’ platforms and
it was built using Jade 4.4.0 6. We built a Web proto-
type using node.js to facilitate its use. Independent of
the IoT platform under use, each time a new “thing”
is registered in this Web application, a broker agent
is created in the multiagent layer and the “thing” is
registered in the corresponding IoT platform. Then,
when an application developer needs a configuration
of “things” to achieve the application’s goals, request
is published into this Web application, where a request
agent is published into the multiagent system in order
to create a virtual organization with agents represent-
ing the needed “things” for the physical mashup in
order to obtain authorized access to the data of the
things if it applies.
The experiment setup is an application scenario
that consists of to keep track that the temperature,
humidity and/or pressure do not exceed a given thresh-
old in an office hall as well as in each one of three near
offices. Each one of the three near offices has a node
comprised of a plug computer and three different sen-
sors (temperature, humidity and pressure) connected
6http://jade.tilab.com
through an Arduino One. The office hall do not have
a node or any sensor.
4 Conclusions and Future Work
In this ongoing work, we proposed mashThings, an IoT
platform for building in the future, robust smart city
applications. mashThings is based on extending the
capabilities of the middleware layer of the IoT platform
by adding a multiagent layer that provides a living
catalog of functionally-equivalent things available over
the city, where things discover themselves to mashups
developers. Moreover, this middleware’s service will
abstract developers of physical mashups of the details
of connections to these ”things” in order to get the
data. It will also enable the owners of the things to
restrict their use only to authorized mashups if it is
built over an XMPP-based IoT platform 7.
Currently, we are experimenting with different IoT
platforms. We are using FIWARE complemented
with Orion 8 to give broker agents access to the lat-
est data by using the publisher-subscribe mechanism.
In the short term, we will test a full XMPP-based
IoT platform footnotehttp://tno-iot.github.io/
ekster/ in order to address also security concerns.
We believe in the short term that any user in the
city could create its own mashup from the available
infrastructure. Thus, as part of the roadmap, we will
include proposals [11] where users may provide their
goals and automatically obtain an executable work-
flow, in our case, representing the mashup.
Also, in the future mashThings will allow smart
cities applications become fault tolerant mashups
through the self-organization of configurations of
things when goals are not being satisfied by adding
them self-adaptation capabilities.
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